
Little Moments Wall Hanging Tutorial 
 

 
 

To start, size and cut out one of the cameras from the Camera Cut File Bundle out of a 
piece of kraft cardstock. Choose a piece of patterned paper from The Best Day Creative 
Kit. Adhere the camera to the patterned paper and cut around the camera. 
 



 
 

From the paper with cut aparts on it, fussy cut the book stack, the house and two flower 
bunches. 
 



 
 

From the paper that has note pieces on it, cut out the half yellow note piece, a green 
note piece, a purple flower, a black and white flower stem and a grey/white dandelion. 
 



 
 

From the black and white flower stem, you’ll need the leftover paper. Apply Persimmon 
Ink from Pink Fresh Studio in the Indian Summer Ink set to the Little Moments stamp 
from the Currently Journaling Stamp Set. Stamp the Little Moments stamp onto the 
leftover paper. Cut the word out. 
 



 
 

From The Best Day Creative Kit, you’ll need the Icon Ephemera. Take out of the striped 
banner. Apply Stargazer Ink from Pink Fresh Studio in the Starry Night Ink set to the Life 
Captured stamp from the Currently Journaling Stamp Set. Stamp the Life Captured 
stamp onto the right side of the striped banner.  
 

 
 

Out of the same Icon Ephemera package, take out the polaroid looking frame, the heart 
inside the circle (punch out the heart as you’ll need both pieces) and the 75 cent ticket. 
 



 
 
 

From the  Floral Ephemera package, take out a floral postage stamp, cut a floral circle in 
half, one large flower bunch, a medium double flower bunch, a small flower bunch, 
three long leaf branches, a short leaf branch, a single flower and a black/white flower 
stem.  



 
 
 

Now we will start decorating the camera. 
 
In the top right corner of the camera, adhere and layer the single flower, the large 
flower bunch, the medium double flower bunch and two branches as desired. 



 
 

 
Adhere the yellow half note piece to the right side of the green note piece making sure 
that ½” shows. Adhere one of the floral half circles to the top of the note pieces 1 1/8” 
from the left of the green note piece. Adhere the grey/white dandelion the left of the 
floral half circle as desired. Adhere the floral postage stamp in behind the floral half 
circle and the note pieces. Adhere the strip banner ½” from the bottom of the green 
note piece and having about 3 1/8” showing.  



 

 
 
 

Use foam squares to adhere the note pieces and banner to the bottom left side of the 
camera. The green note piece will over hang 3/8” on the left hand side of the camera. 



 
 
 

Adhere the 75 cent ticket 1 5/8” from the right of the striped banner and having 5/8” 
sticking up at the top of the banner. Adhere the small single flower bunch 1 ¼” from the 
right of the strip banner. The flower will touch the bottom of the camera. Adhere the 
polaroid frame ½” from the left and all the way to the top of the green note piece. 
Adhere the book stack 1 ½” from the left of the striped banner and ½” from the bottom 
of the camera. Adhere the small leaf branch to the bottom of the book stack, about ¼” 
from the left of the side of the book stack. 



 
 
 

Adhere the remaining flower bunches, purple flower, and black/white flower stems as 
desired on the green note piece and book stack. Use foam squares to adhere the house 
where all the stems meet. Use adhesive and foam squares to adhere the little moments 
word to the right of the house as desired. Adhere the heart circle in behind the top right 
side of the book stack as desired. Adhere the heart above the 75 cent ticket. From The 
Best Day Creative Kit, use the enamel dots and adhere seven of them around the 
layered pieces in the bottom left side of the camera. 
 



 
 

To finish the wall hanging, attach a piece of twine in the back middle of the camera to 
create the wall hanging part. 



 
 
 


